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ON THE COVER:
In this edition of Pushing the Envelope Canada, we learn
about the Gemini House, a low-energy demonstration
home located on the University of Toronto's St. George
Campus. Using an innovative technique known as Nested
Thermal Envelope Design™ (NTED™), the home has
been retrofitted to show designers and constructors that it
is possible to turn an historic 1879 Second Empire home
into a low-energy and comfortable dwelling. Photo by
Ekaterina Tzekova.
OBEC does not specifically endorse the editorial, products or services contained within this magazine. These products and services are
presented here as an indication of the various possibilities in the Marketplace. OBEC wishes to advise the reader that sound Building
Science Practices should be applied to any and all product or service selections. OBEC does not make or imply any warranties as to the
suitability of any of these products or services for any specific situation. Furthermore, the opinions expressed in this magazine’s editorial
content may not necessarily reflect the opinions of OBEC.
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n UP FRONT

Message from the
President
OBEC President
Paul J. Pushman, B. Tech. (Arch. Sc.),
Senior Project Manager,
Façade Engineering Group,
exp Services Inc.

O

ne of the most popular questions
during the past Christmas and
holiday season in the Toronto
area was, “How long was your power out?”
The ice storm which impacted southern
Ontario, parts of Quebec, News Brunswick and Nova Scotia wreaked havoc on
electrical power grids and knocked out
power to thousands of residents in the
greater Toronto area. The answer I typically heard varied from only a few hours
to up to 10 days. I considered my family
lucky—we were out of power for just shy
of three days. Power was restored to our
home on Christmas Eve. Our home is
relatively new (approximately 10 years
old) and we were able to maintain an
interior temperature above 12oC due, in
large part, to a natural gas fireplace. Kim
Pressnail and Marianne Touchie of the
University of Toronto explain the benefits of low-energy homes during extreme
weather events (go to page 30).
In this edition of Pushing the Envelope
Canada, we are focusing on the performance of the building envelope. In the
final installment of the two-part series
on the replacement of heritage windows in Toronto’s Canada Life Building,
Greg Hildebrand of exp tells us how the
wooden replacement windows have performed since the late 1990s and informs
us of a unique and surprising maintenance
challenge.
Improving the thermal performance of
historic solid masonry structures has always been performed with an element of
risk to the masonry we are trying to preserve. In her article, Ekaterina Tzekova

Board of Directors
from the University of Toronto provides
the results of two years of monitoring the
use of a vented air space to reduce the potential for freeze thaw damage to the historic masonry. Some of you who attended
OBEC’s GreenPrint 2012 seminar in November 2011 may remember Tzekova introducing us to this concept and the initial
results of her field work.
We have kept Kim Pressnail, Ekaterina Tzekova and Marianne Touchie busy
this time around, as they, together with
Russell Richman of Ryerson University,
have provided us with a follow-up article
on the Gemini House. The Gemini House
is a low-energy demonstration home,
which has now been built at the University
of Toronto.
Our friends at Halsall are also contributing to our edition; Hamid Vossoughi
and Timothy Campbell provide us with
an update on the; “Toronto condo broken glass syndrome” and review the use of
safety glass in the building envelope, including the related standards and quality
control testing.
In this edition of Pushing the Envelope
Canada, you will find a call to manufacturers to help OBEC with the second annual
GreenPrint BootCamp. As you no doubt
recall in September 2013, OBEC held its
first boot camp, which gave consultants,
architects, engineers, owners, students
and contractors the opportunity to roll up
their sleeves and build a masonry wall, apply membrane flashings and sealants. This
year, OBEC will be holding its BootCamp
in June, and we fully intend to make it bigger and better for all. We are asking all
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building envelope manufacturers to jump
on board to assist us with BootCamp 2014.
While I sit composing this message,
we are in the middle of award season—
the Golden Globes, the Grammys and,
of course, the Oscars, and it reminds me
of OBEC’s three awards, the Anthony A.
Woods Award (the Beckie), the Distinction for Design award and the Distinction
for Materials award. OBEC’s premiere
award, the Beckie was created by Tony
Woods, as he felt that those involved in
the design, construction and performance
of the building envelope deserved an
award similar to the Oscar, which Hollywood bestows on its finest actors.

improve the building envelope. Over the
years, OBEC has honoured such gamechanging materials as Bakor’s Blueskin,
Dupont’s Tyvek, Dow’s Styrofoam SM,
and Blok-Lok’s Spira-Lok helical ties.
This year, the awards will be given out
at a special event held during the 2014 Canadian Conference on Building Science
and Technology (CCBST). In honour of
this special venue, let’s make this year’s
awards the best yet; make it difficult for
the judges and provide the OBEC board
with numerous nominations in all three
award categories.
n

n

n UP FRONT

For more information about OBEC,
contact them at:
Ontario Building Envelope Council
(OBEC)
2175 Sheppard Avenue East
Suite 310
Toronto, ON M2J 1W8
Tel: 647-317-5754
Fax: 416-491-1670
E-mail: info@obec.on.ca
Web: www.obec.on.ca

This year, OBEC
will be holding
its BootCamp
in June . . . We
are asking all
building envelope
manufacturers to
jump on board
to assist us with
BootCamp 2014.
The Distinction for Design award was
added to significant new or retrofit building envelope designs. In the past, we have
awarded the work of Halsall for the unique
recladding project at First Canadian Place,
and to Robertson Simmons Architects
Inc. for its work at Enermodal Engineering’s Headquarters, A Grander View. The
final award, the Distinction for Materials
award, was established to honour individuals or companies that have developed new
and innovative materials or systems which
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Looking Through the Glass:
Canada Life Building Window
Replacement Project: Part II

An unusual heritage window replacement; installing the windows that
should have been installed in the first place!
By Greg Hildebrand, C.E.T., M.Sc. (Eng.), exp
& David Marshall, Blairs Windows Ltd.

I

n the Fall 2013 edition of Pushing the
Envelope Canada, we ran the first instalment of this two-part article, which
discussed the unusual decision to replace
the original, non-thermally broken steel
windows with wood windows as part of a
major modernization renovation of the
prestigious Canada Life building located
at 330 University Avenue. In the conclusion of this piece, we will explore in more
detail the features, performance and
maintenance activities associated with
the replacement windows supplied by the
Scottish company, Blair Joinery.

The Canada Life Building officially
opened in 1931, and other than the addition of the iconic tower-mounted weather
beacon, which was added in 1951, it had
not been substantively modified since the
original building was opened. In the early
1990s, the owner of the building, Adason
Properties Ltd. (a subsidiary of Canada
Life) commissioned a major renovation
of the building, including new windows,
mechanical systems and and an interior
envelope assembly comprising a dynamic
buffer zone (DBZ). Although the renovation incorporated some of the highest

The Canada Life Building in Toronto, ON.
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“state-of-the-art building science technology” at the time, on the surface, the
newly selected windows appeared to be a
throwback to previous times, having both
sash and framing components constructed
entirely of wood.
Upon closer examination however,
notwithstanding the wood issue, it was
apparent that, like the other renovation
components, the windows also incorporated some modern technology features
of their own, including:
• The wood employed to manufacture
the sash and frame components was
a durable, decay- and termite-resistant South American cedar, which, as
mandated by Canada Life, was procured from a well-managed sustainable forest. At the time, no formal
sustainable forest program, such as
that offered by the ���������������
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), the Sustainable
Forestry Initiative (SFI) or the Canadian Standards Association was available. In this case, the World Wildlife
Fund (WWF) in Canada, the United
Kingdom and South America provided Canada Life with the appropriate
assurances that the timber to be employed to manufacture the windows
was from an acceptable source and
that a formal chain of custody was
employed to ensure the wood source
was fully traceable.
• Low emissivity (Low E) tinted glass
specifically designed by Pilkington
Glass in the United Kingdom, to improve the thermal attributes of new
double-glazed, sealed insulating glass
units (IGUs), while remaining optically

n

n

n FEATURE

The building’s triple-sash, out-swing projecting windows have multi-position operating hardware, double latch locks for each sash and a
sill-mounted security lock assembly.
similar to the single pane glass they
were replacing.
• Fully vented and drained glazing rebates, prescribing fully to the “rainscreen principle.” This was not an
easy feat, as each sash incorporates a
number of “truly divided lites,” (i.e., a
number of smaller IGUs within each
operating or fixed sash) with multiple
glazing rebates which must remain dry
to ensure the longevity of the IGUs.
• A “double-swing” hardware system,
which permits each sash to vertically
pivot around its mid-span axis, allowing
the exterior and interior surfaces of the
glass to be cleaned from the interior.
This was a feature designed to provide
a large maintenance advantage over
other window types.
• A robust and durable three coat, Sikkens Rubbol AZ Plus, solid (acrylic
resin) exterior stain supplied by Akzo
Nobel. This coating is vapour permeable, weather-resistant and was initially

provided with a five-year reapplication
maintenance schedule. The interior
surfaces of the windows were finished
with a low maintenance mahogany
stain and a synthetic polymer top coat
(Rosinize, manufactured by Chemcraft
International Inc.).
Considering what was state-of-the-art
at the time, all of these variables where
considered to be leading-edge or ahead of
their time.
In general, the 700 replacement windows at the Canada Life Building are
triple-sash, out-swing projecting windows
equipped with multi-position operating
hardware, double latch locks for each
sash and a sill-mounted security lock assembly. Prior to installation, a representative sample window was tested and met
all of the requirements of the Canadian
Window Standard, CAN/CSA-A440-90,
with ratings of A3 for air tightness, B3
for water tightness and C3 for wind load
resistance.

WINDOW PERFORMANCE
At present, the windows have been installed for nearly 20 years, and according
to the current property managers, GWL
Realty Advisors�����������������������
, the windows have performed without a single failure or major
issue of any description. No water leakage,
condensation or IGU seal failures have
been reported. In fact, excluding exterior
maintenance items, over the past 18 years,
less than one per cent of the windows have
required any performance-related service
at all; and for those windows requiring attention, the service was limited to weather-stripping (i.e., six out of 700) and the
occasional lock handle repair.
To ensure that the windows will perform
as intended for their anticipated service
life (35-50 years), they are inspected every
three years as part of an on-going maintenance program. Fortunately, the man conducting the reviews is Don Tremblay, the
same individual hired by Blair Joinery in
1996 to receive, inspect and troubleshoot
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The building's windowsills receive two coats of stain and the interior surfaces are polished
with the original Rosinize top coat.
the windows during their original installation. According to Mr. Tremblay, the windows have performed well over the years,
with the first signs of deterioration appearing as flaking stain on the exterior surface

of the windowsills after a period of seven
years. This event initiated the implementation of the anticipated exterior repainting
program, and since that time, the windows
have been painted twice.

On this item, it is interesting to note
that Tremblay also performs the repair
and repainting work, which is carried
out after-hours, entirely from the interior on a per-elevation basis. For the
exterior surfaces, the refinishing process
involves a rigorous hand-washing with a
trisodium phosphate (TSP) solution, a
rinse and rub-down followed by a light
to moderate sanding of the sill and refinish using the Sikkens (Oxford Brown)
solid stain. In some cases, the sills receive two coats of the stain. The interior
surfaces are polished with the original
Rosinize top coat.
The repair and repainting work takes
a six-year period to complete (i.e., one
year each for the north and south, two
years for the east and three years for
the west elevation, over a two- to threemonth period for each year), which results in each window being painted every
seven years. In addition, the windows are
fully inspected every three years as part
of the process.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
The only major environmental issues
resulting in damage to the windows have

While the windows require extra care to maintain their
appearance, their ease of cleaning, performance and aesthetic
value justify the installation of wood windows.
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been the ravages caused by the wildlife
around the building. In this case, two primary culprits have caused various degrees
of damage to the sills, particularly on the
first four floors of the building, which
are within jumping distance of the trees
around the building.
The first, and arguably the worst of
the offenders, are those belonging to the
rodent family, Sciuridae, the squirrels
that call the Canada Life Building home.
These well-meaning little animals have
found the wood sills to be an excellent
material to convert into a nesting material, and at specific locations, have frequently chewed away large chunks of the
sills and part way up the jambs. Initially
the repair entailed the very skillful practice of replacing the affected portions of
the sill and jambs with new wood of the
same species.

the damage is less intrusive and has been
mostly controlled using common bird
control measures (e.g., bird wire), respecting, of course, Canada Life’s longstanding commitment to the preservation
of wildlife.
The Canada Life Building windows
still look and function like they did the
day they were installed, and while they do
require some extra care to maintain their
appearance, their ease of cleaning, performance and aesthetic value more than justify the decision to install wood windows
for this iconic building.
n

n

n FEATURE

David Marshall is a Technical Consultant at Blairs Windows Ltd., an established
specialist in providing bespoke timber
glazing solutions. Blairs’ entire range can
incorporate shaped work, and radius and
gothic heads, and provides window types
with a one-off application.
Greg Hildebrand is the Head of the Façade Engineering Group at exp Services
Inc. exp provides professional, technical
and strategic services to the world’s built
and natural environments in the areas of
buildings, earth and environment, energy,
industrial, infrastructure and sustainability.

To ensure that the
windows will perform
as intended for their
anticipated service
life (35-50 years),
they are inspected
every three years
as part of an ongoing maintenance
program.
Ultimately, this was deemed a poor
solution, owing to the fact that the squirrels only appeared to be grateful that their
favourite nesting wood was replenished
on an as-required basis. After a few unsuccessful attempts to find a repair material that would not appeal to the squirrels’
appetite, a two-part epoxy-based filler
material has recently been successfully
employed to repair the damage.
Nesting birds—pigeons—are the
other culprit destined to wreak havoc on
the exterior sills. In this case, however,
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From Research to Design
and Construction:
Building the Low-Energy Gemini House
By Kim Pressnail, Ekaterina Tzekova,
Marianne Touchie & Russell Richman

T

he Gemini House is a low-energy demonstration home
located on the University of Toronto’s St. George Campus. Using an innovative technique known as Nested
Thermal Envelope Design™ (NTED™), the home has been
retrofitted to show designers and constructors that it is possible
to turn an historic 1879 Second Empire home into a low-energy
and comfortable dwelling.
Back in 2010, the authors wrote an article for the spring edition of Pushing the Envelope Canada outlining the design approach. A lot has occurred since Professor Russell Richman of
Ryerson University and Professor Kim Pressnail of the Department of Civil Engineering at the University of Toronto teamed
up to apply the NTED™ approach to a listed historical property. Thanks to the significant funding support from the Ontario
Power Authority’s (OPA’s) Technology Development Fund and
the generous support of numerous project supporters, including
designers and material suppliers, the project is now 98 per cent
complete! Monitoring of the home began in December 2013 and
will continue for at least one year.
WHAT IS NTED™?
The Gemini NTED™ involves constructing a “core” building
within a “perimeter” building. Both of these building zones are
designed to control the movement of heat, moisture and air independently. The perimeter envelope is designed the same way
as a traditional low-energy envelope. The core envelope, since it
is not exposed to the exterior weather elements, is constructed
with interior finishes on both sides; however, beneath the finishes
there are thermal, air and vapour control layers. Energy savings
accrue because of the two efficient envelopes, and, more uniquely, because the occupant can choose to condition the perimeter
space only when needed, unlike a conventional low-energy home.
DESIGN FEATURES
Implementing a low-energy design within an existing
building is challenging. Doing so in an historic context with
a façade and interior elements that must be preserved adds
to the adventure. That’s where Graeme Stewart of E.R.A.
Architects Inc. stepped in. Experts in historical preservation,
E.R.A. became the architects of record and partners in the
design.
In order to make the Gemini concept work in an existing
building, core and perimeter spaces had to be carefully created.
Core spaces were located in the southern part of the building
and included the kitchen, the dining room, the powder room and

16 Spring 2014 • Ontario Building Envelope Council

The Gemini House is a low-energy demonstration home on the University of Toronto’s St.
George Campus. All photos in this article provided by Ekaterina Tzekova.
the stairway/hallway on the first floor. On the second floor, the
master bedroom and the bathroom also became core spaces. The
perimeter spaces were designed so that they could be intermittently heated to comfortable indoor temperatures; they include
the ballroom on the first floor, the two second floor bedrooms on
the north side of the house, and the basement.

n

Once these zones were created, several distinctive design features were incorporated into the building, including:
• Existing single-glazed windows on the north-facing historical
façade were restored and retained as vented storm windows.
Inboard, sealed triple-glazed, low-emissivity, wood frame
windows were added;
• South-facing windows were doubled up as core and perimeter windows were separated by a 150 mm vertical plenum for
gathering solar heat;
• The solar heated plenum is part of the perimeter connecting
the basement and second floor perimeter spaces by a dedicated passive flow duct system;
• The iconic tower is a solar chimney with an electrically-operable skylight for passive summer ventilation;
• An inter-zonal heat pump was added to move gathered solar
heat from the perimeter to the core in the winter, or from
the core to the vented perimeter in summer when cooling is
required;
• Heating is provided by a zoned radiant floor system, while
fresh air is supplied to the core and perimeter zones using
separate energy recovery ventilators;
• Solar tubes direct light to illuminate core spaces that are furthest away from the southern windows;
• Interior doors between core and perimeter zones are insulated and include air-tight seals;
• Urethane foam insulation has been applied inboard of the exterior masonry walls. The spray foam has been coupled with
a unique vented drying airspace that helps the double-wythe
historic masonry continue to dry on both the inboard and exterior faces after insulation; and
• The ballroom, complete with an original hand-crafted plaster
ceiling, has been restored to its original grandeur.

n

n FEATURE

construction began, thereby allowing design flexibility, shortening the project schedule, and, ultimately, reducing costs.
Although the design was straightforward and highly prescribed in an extensive set of contract documents that far exceeded the norm in residential construction, building two airtight
envelopes is atypical. This meant that close supervision and collaboration with the general contractor were required in order to
see that the design expectations were met.
In order to ensure that the required performance standard
of two air barrier systems was met, a total of four fan depressurization tests were conducted throughout the project. The first
test was carried out after the perimeter urethane foam air barrier
had been put in place. The next two tests were conducted after
the core foam was installed, and the final test was carried out to
determine whether the previously noted deficiencies were completed. These tests were very helpful in identifying areas where
more work was needed. Since these tests were carried out during construction, modifications and corrections could be made
easily.
The windows used on the project were wood-framed windows
with superior air and thermal ratings. Unfortunately, not enough
lead time was allowed in the schedule for fabrication and delivery

CONSTRUCTION CHALLENGES
Construction of the project proceeded using a slightly modified version of the traditional general contracting approach,
which meant that all of the plans and specifications had to be in
place before the project began. Given that this was a home renovation with an atypical interior building envelope, a construction
management (CM) approach should have been used. If a CM
approach had been used, the design could have proceeded as the

Figure 1: Gemini House modelled heating energy use.

Urethane foam insulation was applied inboard of the exterior
masonry walls. The spray foam was coupled with a unique vented
drying airspace that helps the double-wythe historic masonry dry on
both the inboard and exterior faces after insulation.
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Solar tubes direct light to illuminate core spaces that are furthest
away from the southern windows.

South-facing windows were doubled up as core and perimeter
windows were separated by a 150 mm vertical plenum for gathering
solar heat.

of the windows, which ultimately led to a four-week delay in the
construction schedule.
Even though the windows did not arrive as scheduled, construction still proceeded. The drywall was actually installed before the windows were put in place. This sent the design team
scrambling, as maintaining the continuity of the air barrier
around the windows became more challenging. This was a key
time when product manufacturers were called on-site to discuss
ways in which their products could be used to ensure the design
objectives were met.
MONITORING BUILDING PERFORMANCE
Monitoring of the home began in December 2013. Ekaterina Tzekova, Donna Vakalis and Maria Rumeo, graduate
students in the Department of Civil Engineering are all taking
part in the monitoring. Ekaterina is living in the house for a
year and operating the home in various modes. She will also
be evaluating the hygrothermal performance of the vented
masonry drying space. Donna will be studying the indoor air
quality and will be looking at various contaminants including
CO2 and formaldehyde. Maria will be examining the energy
performance of the building and comparing the actual energy
performance to the modeled energy performance. Figure 1,
on page 17, reveals modeling predictions using the as-built
construction. Maria’s work will reveal how well the Gemini
house actually performs.
Since this home has been built as a demonstration project, we
welcome individual or group site-visits. Tours can be arranged
by appointment through Kim Pressnail (pressna@ecf.utoronto.
ca). Stay tuned to learn more about our next steps. Plans are
underway for modifying a 1950s bungalow using the NTED™ approach. Coming soon to a community near you?
n
Kim Pressnail is a Civil Engineering Professor at the University
of Toronto. Ekaterina Tzekova and Marianne Touchie are PhD. Candidates in Civil Engineering at the University of Toronto. Russell Richman, PhD., is a Professor at Ryerson University and co-creator of
the Build Better Now and Gemini House initiatives.
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Introducing a Vented
Airspace in an Historic Solid
Masonry Building
By Ekaterina Tzekova & Marianne Touchie

A

s we improve the energy performance of the building
stock through retrofits, special attention should be paid
to historic buildings that often lack thermal insulation.
These buildings tend to use significant amounts of energy, particularly in cold climates. At the same time, however, these
buildings are an important part of the architectural heritage in
many cities and should be preserved for future generations.
Historic solid masonry buildings are typically insulated from
the interior to preserve the historic appearance of the façade.
These types of retrofits can improve the energy performance
considerably, but also separate the walls from the interior,
which previously kept the masonry warm and relatively dry.
This change in the microenvironment of the brick can increase
the vulnerability to moisture-induced problems. Ultimately,
this can weaken the masonry walls over the long-term.
To further complicate matters, the masonry units can exhibit
a large range of material properties, even within a single wall.
Uneven firing temperatures can influence the number of pores
and their size, which ultimately influences to how quickly the
masonry is able to dry (Litvan 1975, Groot et al. 2010). Furthermore, moisture penetration can also affect the performance of
historic lime-based mortar by slowing removing carbonates
from the mortar.
This moisture weakens the cohesion between the mortar
and the brick, allowing progressively greater amounts of water
to penetrate the walls. During the winter months, this can lead
to freeze-thaw-related durability problems. Given the potential

for long-term damage when undergoing energy efficiency retrofits, building practitioners should take steps to ensure that the
durability of the historic masonry is not compromised.
VENTED MASONRY APPROACH
Research at the University of Toronto has focused on introducing a vented airspace in between the solid masonry walls
and interior insulation. The aim of this airspace is to improve
the drying capability of masonry, similar to introducing a vented cavity behind veneer applications. If the moisture content of
the masonry can be reduced, the likelihood of these mass walls
experiencing freeze-thaw-related durability problems can also
be reduced.
This airspace is vented with exterior air through regularly spaced vent holes at the top and bottom of each storey,
as shown in Figure 1. These vent holes are sloped to ensure
that liquid water from the exterior is not introduced into the
wall system. The vented airspace can be achieved by applying a
polymer mesh system directly to the brick, as shown in Figure
2. As with any good wall design, the movement of moisture,
heat and air must be controlled. Closed-cell polyurethane spray
foam can be used, however, an air barrier material such as spun
bonded polyolefin is recommended to be installed inboard of
the polymer mesh system to ensure the foam does not seep into
the airspace. Alternatively, a combination of glass fibre or mineral wool insulation could be used in conjunction with air and
vapour membranes.

Figure 1: Vented masonry retrofit envelope configuration.
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Figure 2: Application of the polymer mesh system (two layers).
MONITORING CASE STUDY
The vented masonry approach was tested in an historic solid
masonry building in Toronto, ON. In 2004, the building underwent an industrial-to-commercial retrofit, where the existing
solid masonry walls were insulated with medium density, closedcell polyurethane spray foam. Vented masonry test cavities were
constructed on the third floor, at the south elevation to test the
effects of maximum solar exposure, and at the east elevation to
test maximum wind-driven rain.

Temperature and relative humidity sensors were installed
within the walls, as shown in Figure 3, and connected to dataloggers that took hourly readings. A weather station was also installed at the southeast corner of the roof to track local weather
conditions. The monitoring period spanned from November
2011 to September 2013.
Using the monitored data and the vented cavity size, the air
change and airflow rates were determined. The south wall exhibited a range of 0-102 air changes per hour (ACH), with an
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Figure 3: Monitoring equipment at the top and bottom of the vented
airspace cavity (prior to application of the polymer mesh system).
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average of 52 ACH over the two-year monitoring period. The
east wall showed a range between 0-69 ACH, with an average
rate of 32 ACH. The ACH range exhibited by both walls is comparable with previous studies involving ventilation behind veneer applications (Burnett et al. 2004, Salonvarra et al., 2007).
Generally, the east wall showed a slightly larger air flow cavity
rate, an average of 1.23 L/s compared to the south wall at 0.81
L/s.
Next, the rate of moisture entering and leaving the cavity
was determined on a monthly basis over the two-year monitoring period, as shown in Figure 4. This rate is normalized
based on the cavity area. Positive moisture flow rates indicate
that moisture is being removed from the masonry wall, promoting drying by natural stack action. Negative rates indicate
that moisture is deposited within the vented airspace. Since the
foam serves as the vapour and air barrier in this design, any
moisture introduced by the vented airspace is likely deposited
within the masonry.
Examining the south and east wall performance, it can be seen
that the vented airspace is helping the masonry walls dry between
September and April, when there is a risk of freeze-thaw damage.
During the summer, relative humidity levels indicate that moisture introduced in the vented airspace is in vapour form. Given
that the walls begin to dry well ahead of the colder months, any
moisture introduced in the summer does not necessarily affect
the durability of the walls. Overall, the vented airspace helped removed an average of 1.0kg/m2 of moisture annually at the south
and east test cavities.

n

CONCLUSIONS
Interior insulation retrofits in historic buildings largely reduce
heat losses that once kept masonry walls warm and relatively dry.
Insulating these buildings on the interior can potentially compromise the durability of the historic masonry. To help reduce the
risk of moisture-related durability problems, building practitioners can incorporate a vented airspace located between the solid
masonry wall and interior insulation. Monitoring a three-storey
building over a two-year period in Toronto revealed that the vented airspace provides an effective means of increasing the drying
potential of the historic envelope and reduces the likelihood of
freeze-thaw damage.
n
Ekaterina Tzekova and Marianne Touchie are Ph.D. Candidates
in civil engineering at the University of Toronto.
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Figure 4: Change in moisture within the vented airspace.
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Toronto Condo Broken Glass
Syndrome: Quality Control for
Safety Glass, Understanding
& Going Beyond Minimum
Standards
By Hamid Vossoughi, P.Eng. & Timothy Campbell, BSc. Eng., Halsall Associates

A

lmost everywhere you look, particularly in downtown Toronto,
ON, glass towers are rapidly taking shape. Given the advancements in
glazing assembly fabrication and construction, it’s hardly surprising that more
and more architects are choosing glass—
and ever-larger glass panes—for the design of both commercial and residential
buildings.
However, glass is naturally brittle; it
can break without warning when loaded
beyond its design capacity or when there
are defects caused by manufacturing or
mishandling during shipping and installation. This, along with instances of spontaneous breakage and falling glass make
it increasingly clear that the industry
needs to better understand how fabricators are complying with glass quality control requirements.
SAFETY GLASS MINIMUM
STANDARDS
Safety glass is used in buildings to
reduce the likelihood of human injury.
Tempered and laminated glass is considered safety glass because of its capacity
for controlled breakage. In safety glass,
surface pre-stress or compressive residual surface stress (CRSS) is produced
during heat treatment and is relied on for
load resistance. When the glass breaks,
the internal stress is released, resulting
in glass fragmentation. The higher the
CRSS, the smaller the size of glass fragments. For tempered glass, this means

a reduced likelihood that broken and
falling fragments will cause injury. For
laminated glass, it is expected that glazing will remain in place and, if broken,
will not dislodge from the opening.
The National Building Code of Canada (NBC), which governs all provincial
building codes, references the standard
for physical performance requirements
and testing of safety glass. Such information is outlined by the Canadian General
Standards Board CAN/CGSB12.11.
More current and regularly updated
safety glazing standards are the American Society for Testing and Materials
ASTM C104822 and ASTM C11723, and
the American National Standards Institute ANSI Z97.14.
Other associations, such as the Glass
Association of North America and the
United States Consumer Product Safety
Commission, provide supplemental information. As well, following a number
of glass balcony guard breakage events in
Toronto, ON, the Ontario Building Code
(OBC) was amended via Supplementary
Bulletin 13 (SB-13)5 to include new requirements for glass guards, which were
effective July 2012.
QUALITY CONTROL: ARE YOU
GETTING WHAT YOU PAID FOR?
Safety glass relies on many quality
control (QC) processes: those intended
for the manufacturer and fabricator (including equipment and technician training) and those intended for the installer.
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Even with these checks in place,
safety glass quality can vary widely from
one manufacturer or fabricator to the
next. This is partly because compliance
is self-regulated; it is not mandatory to
involve an independent, third-party quality control reviewer. As a result, quality
control is becoming largely interpretative and is not always executed to meet
even the minimum standards. In addition, the physical properties and quality
of fabricated glass are rarely questioned;
they are simply accepted through shop
drawings stamped by a professional engineer. Submittals typically take the form
of physical samples—to check aesthetics—and documentation outlining expected thermal and light transmission
properties.
This is in stark contrast to sealant, the
other material commonly used for building façades. With sealant, there is usually
detailed manufacturer information and
field testing can be easily implemented.
As part of the construction process, sealant samples and submittals are routinely
supplied to confirm performance requirements, and, when specified, field quality
control testing is completed to confirm
as-installed performance compliance.
STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE
TESTING: GOING BENEATH THE
SURFACE
The following tests are important to
check that safety glass and glazing assemblies meet performance requirements.

n

GLASS PRE-STRESS
MEASUREMENT: POLARISCOPIC
TESTING
Glass surface polariscopy can be used
to measure the CRSS in tempered glass.
For a given lite of glass, ASTM C12796
requires 10 measurements: two orthogonal measurements at five locations. The
standard requires that the average of the
readings exceed 10,000 PSI2.6 This criterion governs the design for CRSS in the
field of the glass, which is generally the
most critical area for a four-sided supported glass when subject to wind load.
An alternative to this test is edgestress polariscopy. This uses similar
principles to measure the edge stress in
a heat-strengthened lite. While this test
has different procedures and parameters
than the CRSS test, the underlying physics are the same.
We recently measured CRSS for a
large sample of tempered glass supplied
from different fabricators. We found
that both the individual readings and the
average CRSS varied significantly between manufacturers7. In some cases, the
average CRSS met the minimum stress
level requirement, but several of the individual readings were well below the limit
(see Figure 1).
While this is acceptable per ASTM2,
large CRSS variations can mean that
the strength levels of individual areas of
the glass are below the minimum design
requirements. This could also result in
broken glass fragments that are larger than
allowed under the safety glass standards.
FRAGMENTATION TESTING
Fragmentation testing1,2,4 is used to
determine if the size of broken safety
glass fragments meets standard requirements. The breakage pattern and size
of fragments are directly affected by the
CRSS levels. As a rule of thumb, lower
CRSS results in larger glass fragment
sizes when a glass lite is broken.
There are two approaches to assessing
the outcome of this test. The Canadian
General Standards Board (CGSB)2 and
American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) standards4 compare the 10 largest fragments selected from anywhere in
the glass to a maximum allowable weight
equivalent (6,500 mm2 of equivalent
Continued on page 28
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Figure 1. 180 glass lites were tested from four different manufacturers. We noted that some
of the glass lites had individual CRSS readings that were below the minimum 10,000 PSI
threshold but still achieved an acceptable average CRSS per ASTM C1048.

Figure 2. Spontaneous glass breakage induced by the heat soak process. This lite had a
Nickel-Sulfur inclusion that caused glass failure during thermal loading.
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unbroken glass). The DIN-EN 14179-18
standard requires the tester to count the
number of fragments in a five cm by five
cm area (not within the edge perimeter)
that contains the largest fragments. The
number of fragments must exceed a minimum count based on various criteria, including the thickness of the glass.
While each approach has its pros and
cons, the inherent subjective element
in trying to select the largest fragments
makes the DIN-EN European standard
arguably superior. That is because it is
easier to identify a region of large fragments than individual large fragments
scattered around the lite.

glass, it significantly reduces the likelihood of this type of breakage.
Heat soaking is more common in
structural glass applications and larger
glazing projects; however, due to the increasing trends of glass breakage, especially in balcony guards, it is now part of
the OBC SB-135 requirement.

IMPACT TESTING
CGSB1 and ANSI4 require that safety
glass be tested for impact load. For this
test, the maximum size of four-sided
supported glass is 865 mm wide by 1,930
mm long, and the impact load is a kinetic
energy of 205 or 540 joules (equivalent to
a 45 kg individual running at speed of 11
kph or 16 kph into glass).
The pass criteria are either that the
glass should not break and be retained in
place; or, if it breaks, the glass fragments
must meet the glass fragmentation limits
noted above. While this test covers most
of the safety glass conditions typically
found in buildings, some special cases
exist. Where there are two-sided glass
railings, structural glass applications with
unique support conditions such as point
or patch support, or special buildings
such as gymnasiums, arenas or penitentiary facilities, it may be necessary to go
above these loading requirements. In
these cases, project specific analysis and
testing is recommended.

especially in balcony guards, it

HEAT SOAKING
One of the new requirements for tempered glass in Ontario is heat-soaking.
Nickel-Sulphide (Ni-S) inclusions can
cause differential stresses to form within
tempered glass, eventually leading to
critical, spontaneous failure (see Figure
2). Heat-soaking is performed to minimize the potential for Ni-S contaminated
glass. The intent is to induce breakage of
contaminated glass in the oven before it is
used in the field. While this process does
not eliminate all potentially contaminated

Heat soaking is more common
in structural glass applications
and larger glazing projects;
however, due to the increasing
trends of glass breakage,

is now part of the OBC SB-135
requirement.
The evaluation and conformance requirements of heat soaked tempered glass
are specified in the DIN-EN 14179-29. At
the end of the process, a “Declaration of
Conformance” is to be issued, confirming
that the heat soaking process was completed properly. Although heat soaking has
been standard practice in Europe for almost a decade, it has not been widely used
in North America. Due to the requirements of SB-13, some glass fabricators
have started purchasing heat soak ovens.
Although heat soaking should not
change the properties of tempered glass,
an error in the oven can lead to changes in the tempering levels. Fabricators
should therefore be diligent in ensuring
their ovens are certified, regularly calibrated and properly maintained. They
should also check the finished product
for CRSS and fragmentation.
TAKING QC TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Given the large amount of glass being used in building construction today,
there is a need not only for improved
quality control but also for greater transparency with QC testing.
When glass is a critical component of the design, plant visits and QC
review should be routine; compliance
and certification documents, including
CRSS, fragmentation and heat soaking
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documentation, should become standard
project submittals; and designers and
installers should consider additional or
modified testing where the project has
special design features.
All of us in the industry—designers, engineers, specifiers, fabricators,
contractors and owners—need to work
together, applying leading industry
knowledge and industry best practices
to achieve a balance between economics
and human safety.
n
Hamid Vossoughi, P.Eng., Halsall Associates, is a Technical Leader in Building Restoration and Cladding Engineering
Group. He has a Master of Science degree
in Structural Engineering from Cornell
University.
Timothy Campbell, BSc. Eng., is a Project Associate at Halsall Associates.
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Weathering Energy Interruptions:
Low Energy Homes Fare Very Well
By Kim Pressnail (a.k.a. the bungalow
owner) & Marianne Touchie

All photos in this layout provided by Jordan Hill.

A

t 9:30 p.m. on December 20, 2013,
the lights went out at the author’s
house in Don Mills, ON. Plunged
into darkness, the suburb of Toronto was
eerily quiet. Don Mills, constructed in the
1950s, is a neighbourhood with many mature trees that overhang the above-ground
power lines. As a consequence, energy interruptions due to fallen power lines are a
common occurrence. Knowing that an ice
storm was coming and that the electricity
supply would likely be interrupted, the
thermostat set point was increased from
its usual 21oC to 24oC. Should the power
interruption last more than a few hours, it
was thought that, at least the house would
be a little warmer.
Well, like many people in Eastern Canada at that time, Don Mills was without
power for more than just a few hours. It
was in the dark for seven days. At its peak,
the ice storm interrupted the electricity
supplied to more than 700,000 homes in
Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia. In Toronto, more than
300,000 homes were left without electricity following the freezing rain event.
Extreme weather events, such as the
ice storm that struck Eastern Canada in
December 2013, often interrupt the supply of energy to our homes. When such

interruptions occur, people are reminded
of how vulnerable we are, particularly in
the winter. Climate change promises increasing frequency and severity of these
damaging storm events, and thus, these
reminders may be delivered more often!
In Ontario, more than 70 per cent of
homes are heated with natural gas. In the
“old days” that Building Science pioneer
Gus Handegord refers to as “the Days
B.C. (Before Computers)," the forced-air
natural gas furnaces were relatively inefficient. With a standing pilot, the burners
in these furnaces could come on without
the need for electricity; however, with no
electricity to power the fan that circulates
the warm air, frequent burner cycling occurred as air in the plenum flowed by natural convection only. Though these furnaces were even more energy-inefficient
when operated in this manner, subsistence
heat was still provided by the conventional
natural gas burner, even when the electricity supply failed.
HIGH-EFFICIENCY FURNACES
Today, many single-family homes
have high-efficiency gas furnaces that reduce the amount of natural gas we burn
compared to a furnace from “the Days
B.C.” Furthermore, they also reduce the
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greenhouse gases we emit. However,
high-efficiency furnaces require electricity
to operate the electronic ignition systems,
combustion control, and venter motors.
With no electricity, many thousands of
people with high-efficiency gas furnaces
were left in the dark and without heat!
Even though the Don Mills bungalow
had been retrofitted with full-depth basement insulation and knee-deep blown cellulose attic insulation, it is still a drafty and
thermally inefficient house. The brick veneer and cinder block back-up walls are poor
energy performers. Losing electrical power
in the winter in such a home equipped with
a high-efficiency gas furnace, one quickly
realizes how energy-inefficient and vulnerable our building stock really is. Within
24 hours of the electricity loss, the indoor
house temperature had dropped to 10oC.
Time for some supplemental heat? As
the temperatures started to fall in the Don
Mills house, a fire was lit in the 10,000W
wood fireplace insert. Two days later, and
after burning more than 30 cubic feet of
seasoned hardwood, the indoor air temperature was only 15oC. It was obvious
that deforesting Don Mills was not the answer and that a new back-up heating plan
was needed. Quite simply, the Don Mills
bungalow was just too energy-inefficient

n

to keep warm by burning wood in the lone
fireplace.
But what if the bungalow had been
energy efficient? In some respects, the ice
storm was déjà vu. Recall the ice storm of
January 1998 that struck Eastern Ontario
and Quebec. Following this ice storm,
anecdotal evidence collected by one of
the authors indicated that people living
in R2000 homes weathered the 1998 ice
storm, and the days that followed, much
better than those in code-built homes.
To see how much better lower-energy
homes performed in the event of a power
interruption, the cooling characteristics
of a two-storey, 2,000 square foot model
home, were examined. In all, three different levels of air tightness and thermal insulation were considered: a Standard Home
built to the Ontario Building Code (OBC
1997); a Model National Energy Code
(MNEC 1997) Home; and an Advanced
House Design. Toronto Canadian Weather for Energy Calculations (CWEC) data
for the month of January was used.
Figure 1 reveals the interior temperature profiles for the three modeled
homes located in Toronto, ON following
a power interruption. Exposed to average January conditions, the study found
that the standard Ontario Building Code
home took just 45 hours to cool from 24oC
to the critical temperature of 0oC, while
the MNEC and the Advanced House took

n
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Figure 1: House interior temperature following power failure. (Adapted from Kirsh et al.)
58 and 152 hours, respectively, to cool
to 0oC. This temperature is considered
critical since plumbing pipes are likely to
freeze.
Healthy adults can generally adapt to
the cooling indoor environment by wearing more clothes indoors. A subsistence
temperature region in which a healthy
adult can adapt reasonably well is defined
as the area above a proposed 12oC threshold, as shown in Figure 1. As expected,
the Advanced House remained above
this subsistence temperature for the longest period of time. It took just 14 hours

for the OBC home to cool to 12oC while
the Advanced House stayed above this
temperature for more than 34 hours. Further, the rate of heat required to maintain
this subsistence temperature varied from
7,000W for the OBC home to just 2,200W
for the Advanced House.
Thus, the Advanced House required
only a small heater to maintain 12oC. Not
surprisingly, this means that people can be
kept warmer, more easily, in a low-energy
home. Most importantly, people in lowenergy homes would be less likely to take
desperate and dangerous measures such
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as operating a gas barbeque indoors in order to stay warm.
So, how well are you equipped to
weather an energy interruption? Many
homes already have secondary heating
devices that can be operated in the event
of an electricity interruption. Natural gas
fireplaces or inserts that have a standing
pilot or battery ignition system may keep
your house warm, even when there is no
electricity. Of course, this assumes that
the natural gas supply is not interrupted.
On January 25, 2014, the unthinkable
happened during a particularly cold period

in Manitoba. Natural gas service was interrupted to more than 4,000 people living
south of Winnipeg following an explosion at
a nearby pipeline facility. While such energy
interruptions are rare, climate change will
lead to an increase in the frequency of catastrophic weather events that may interrupt
our energy supplies. Our ability to endure
these interruptions depends on how well
our homes are built. So, when it comes
to weathering energy interruptions, lowenergy homes can fare very well.
Low-energy homes are not only more
economical to operate, but they are also
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more resilient in the event of an energy
interruption. Furthermore, low-energy
homes are less of a burden on our environment and are, therefore, a part of the
climate change solution.
n
Kim Pressnail is a Civil Engineering
Professor at the University of Toronto.
Marianne Touchie is a PhD. Candidate
in Civil Engineering at the University of
Toronto.
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And the Beckie Goes to:
George Torok

T

he Anthony A. Woods Award
(the Beckie), previously called the
President’s Award, is given annually to recognize individuals who have
made a significant contribution to the design, construction and performance of the
building envelope. As a career achievement award, the Beckie is not based on
a single contribution and is the Council’s
premier award, named in honour of Tony
Woods, who first created the award and
gave it its nickname.
The President’s Award began with
Tony Woods, President of the Ontario
Building Envelope Council in 1991.
Woods realized that our industry—of research, design, construction and rehabilitation of the building envelope—did not
have a way to recognize the contribution
of its members. A way was needed to recognize excellence, and it was firmly believed that the award should be available
to all members of the industry—researchers, academics, consultants, contractors
and manufacturers. To such people, the
award should be given to honour their
contribution to the promotion of excellence in the design, construction and
performance of the building envelope.
The Ontario Building Envelope Council would like to extend congratulations
to this year’s recipient of the Beckie,
George Torok.
“I am honoured to receive the Anthony
A. Woods Award of Excellence, not only
because it is a significant and singular award
in the building science profession, but because it is named after Anthony (Tony)
Woods, one of the founders of OBEC, and
one of my mentors,” says George.
George has a Bachelor of Technology
Degree from the Architectural Science
Program (Building Science Option) at
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute and designations as a Certified Engineering Technologist (C.E.T.) and a Building Science
Specialist Ontario (BSSO). He has been
employed in senior roles at the Construction Control Group, Halsall, GRG and

Morrison Hershfield and as a Construction
Litigation Clerk with the law firm of Iler
Campbell LLP.
George’s experience includes new construction design review, lab and field testing
of envelope systems, site review and existing
building performance failure investigations,
development of remedial repair strategies,
preparation of specifications, and contract
administration and site review, with a special emphasis on glazing. His experience encompasses high-rise and low-rise residential
buildings and commercial and retail buildings, schools and colleges, and specialty
structures such as long-term care facilities,
athletic and swimming pool complexes.
George is committed to continuing
education, as a participant, leader, lecturer
and trainer for such organizations as the
OBEC, the Building Envelope Council
Ottawa Region (BECOR), the Canadian
Condominium Institute (CCI), the Association of Condominium Managers Ontario (ACMO) and the Siding and Window
Dealers Association of Canada (SAWDAC) “Window Wise” and CSA Fenestration Installation Technician – Level 1 (FIT1) training programs.

George Torok, 2013’s recipient of the Beckie.
On behalf of the OBEC Board and
Beckie Alumni, we are very proud of
George’s lifetime of work, furthering the
Building Science cause. We are all very
pleased to acknowledge his many achievements with the Anthony A. Woods Award.
“One of the main functions of the
building envelope councils (BECs) across
Canada is mentoring and being mentored: teaching our peers through lectures
at BEC events, learning from our peers
in the same way, growing personally and
growing the profession,” says George.
“The award of the Beckie, as Tony nicknamed it, is encouragement to keep on
contributing to the profession through the
BECs and other forums.”
n
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Genge’s
			Gripe
Hands up if you think we
need more government
By Gerald R. Genge, P.Eng., BDS, BSSO, C.Arb., Q.Med

T

here’s a lot of work brewing as a
result of stuff happening in the
Ontario legislature. A lot of work
for lawyers, anyway. Bill 69, a.k.a. the
Prompt Payment Act is on its way, albeit
slowly, to third reading. On the face of it,
it seems like a swell idea. Prompt Payment
seems like just the ticket to solve all the
problems experienced by suppliers, contractors and subcontractors, who believe
they are essentially financing the project
through delayed payments.
It also seems like an Act of Parliament
is just the ticket to set in place rules that
force people to pay statutory holdbacks as
soon as the lien period is up. After all, the
work has been certified and all the subs
and subs’ subs, etc. have been paid, so
“give us our money!” It would seem that
any new law that declares it illegal to hold
back money for deficiencies that don’t
happen to show up within 10 days of the
payment claim is just what the doctor ordered to—hey, wait a minute!
You mean to say that if the contractor makes a draw and I don’t know that
the work I couldn’t inspect because they
covered it and my “periodic” reviews
didn’t happen to see the error; the work
that failed four months after they did it
and after three other certifications; the
work that will have to be redone has to

be paid out anyway? Who made up that
rule?
Well, under the guise of protecting the
little guy, our government has decided
that the Construction Lien Act is impotent and that a new law is needed to force
people to pay, pay, pay, irrespective of the
consequences to the project and the payor. You see, the little guy has no contract
with the payor, so the little guy is out of
the loop when it comes to leverage against
the owner under the contract. NUTS! In
the real world, outside the legislature, the
little guy has all the power.
Let’s look at it from a realistic vantage
point. In reality, the suppliers are not little
guys; they are, more often, huge corporations that are getting bigger by the day as
one swallows another. So, a delayed payment isn’t forcing anyone there to eat dog
food. Neither is the subcontractor without
teeth. Unless they have some deal with
a GC that prohibits them from bidding
other work, they will work for the GC that
gives them their money as soon as possible. Pay when paid? Probably doesn’t
wash anyway—but it will be a thing of the
past if Bill 69 passes.
Okay, but what about Joe Tradesman,
who puts on his tools and works hard every
day? This will protect him, won’t it? Give
yourself a shake! The contracting game is
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desperate for reliable, talented workers
who show up, don’t complain, get it done
and come back. Hold their paycheque and
they’d be reemployed at another company
within hours.
So, who does this new law protect?
Who benefits? Well, I probably will.
Lawyers need their experts. But it certainly isn’t going to benefit the purported
powerless. As far as I can see it, this Act
has the effect of interfering with negotiations between reasonable people, mandating “fairness” in a world where fairness is
a relative concept replete with conditions
and circumstance, and (yet again) insinuating unnecessary policy into business and
personal relationships, which have stood
up on their own merit without government
meddling ever since the first handshake.
The courts are filled with construction claim and deficiency cases and
some—hopefully, many—have real merit.
Why are we intent on further clogging
an already choked system with claims
that should never happen and normally
wouldn’t when honest men and women
make a deal. But, you can’t contract out
of the law and even though this Bill has
“problem” written all over it, it will make
it through committee and public review
(because that’s the way it seems to work
now) and probably pass with all sorts of

n

promises of a better world—and then
we’ll see.
We’ll see how lucky we are to have
someone decide for us how to do business; we’ll see that we have been remiss
in our dealings with our business partners,
and we’ll be thankful that someone who
has no concept, whatsoever, of the funding challenges that we face or the sort of
financing deals that we strike with trades
has stepped in to show us where we are
all wrong.

n

n MOVERS
n n n NEWS
AND
AND
SHAKERS
VIEWS

We’ll see how the financing of projects goes south when mandated interest is added to all late payments, and
we’ll see how well this idea works when
the government is late on paying a GC,
who then uses his only available tool
to not have to pay subs with money he
doesn’t yet have—he suspends work!
Goose-Gander, Ms. Government. To
my industry friends who think this is a
good idea, just be careful what you ask
for.

For the rest of us, let’s just be happy
that we don’t get all the government we
pay for.
n
Gerald R. Genge, P.Eng. C.Eng., BDS,
BSSO, C.Arb., Q.Med. is Past-President of
the Ontario Building Envelope Council and
has been active in standards development,
education and consulting for over 35 years.
He is a Principal of GRG Building Consultants Inc. and ArbiTECH ADR and can be
reached at jgenge@grgbuilding.com.

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?

WE’RE LISTENING!

Do you have something to say about Genge’s Gripe? Do you have an idea for an article that readers want to
learn more about? We want to hear your feedback, so tell us what you think! Share your comments by starting a discussion with
the Ontario Building Envelope Council on LinkedIn. Join hundreds of other members and share your thoughts by visiting OBEC's
LinkedIn page at www.linkedin.com/groups/Ontario-Building-Envelope-Council-OBEC-427825.
Members of OBEC can also have their voice heard by submitting a Letter to the Editor via e-mail to awalld@matrixgroupinc.net.
Put “Letter to the Editor (PTEC)” in the subject line, and it just might be published in a future edition of the publication! All content
is subject to approval and will be edited for grammar, spelling and punctuation. Please keep ubmissions to no more than 200 words
and include your first and last name with your letter (e-mail addresses or other personal information will not be published). Due to
space constraints, not all letters may be printed.
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BEC
Roundup
BEST PRACTICES GUIDE
ADDRESSES CHALLENGES
PRESENTED BY BC’S COASTAL
CLIMATE
This comprehensive guide explains best
practices for window and door replacement in wood-frame buildings, from single-family homes to multi-unit residential
buildings.
It is intended to help the industry meet
consumer expectations, provide quality installations and achieve high performance
for all types of window and door replacement projects. Applying the latest building science, it offers practical information and useful guidelines to help ensure

that these products are replaced in a way
that improves the durability of building
enclosures.
A valuable reference tool for construction industry professionals, including builders, replacement contractors, window and
door manufacturers and others, this guide:
• Considers the wide variety of current
installation practices;
• Explores the range of window and door
products available in the market;
• Provides educational information and
guidelines;
• Details Building Code requirements
for replacement and installation
procedures;
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• Includes a comprehensive list of installation detailing samples; and
• Addresses unique challenges presented by British Columbia’s coastal
climate.
The guide was developed by the
Homeowner Protection Office (HPO) in
partnership with the Fenestration Association of BC, BC Hydro PowerSmart and
the City of Vancouver. For more information about the industry guide and the
free companion consumer guide, visit the
HPO website, www.hpo.bc.ca.
MBEC’S PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE:
MANITOBA’S GREEN BUILDING
PROGRAM
On March 24, 2014, MBEC held its
Past, Present, Future: Manitoba’s Green
Building Program session at Red River
College’s Princess Street Campus. The
provincial Green Building Policy has been
in place since 2007 and over four million
square feet of design and construction activity have been engaged in the program.
MBEC’s session with Cindy Choy, Director
of Manitoba’s Green Building Coordination Team, included a candid presentation
on the program’s progress to date, recent
developments, what is next for the program
and how it may affect your work.
Since graduating from the Architecture program at the University of Manitoba, Choy has worked in architectural design, production and project management
in both private and public sector environments. As a volunteer, she participated in

the founding of Manitoba’s Chapter of the
Canada Green Building Council, chaired
the green building sub-committee of the
Manitoba Round Table for Sustainable
Development and continues to be active
on national and provincial committees
and working groups for green building
and sustainability. Choy is excited about
the opportunities in green building and
sustainability and works actively to support the delivery of better buildings for
Manitoba.
ABEC HOLDS SEMINAR ON LIQUID
APPLIED MEMBRANES
This February, ABEC held a seminar
on liquid applied membranes. Building
designs, interfaces and rain screen tie-ins
are becoming more challenging to detail
as part of the roofing and waterproofing
process, due to increased demand by
owners to design maintenance-free details. As design professionals, it has been
difficult to find materials that can interface with a variety of substrates to waterproof these details with a long-term solution. Liquid-applied flashing resins have
now entered the marketplace to fulfill
these design requirements.

a technical seminar on the impact of
fenestration on the thermal performance
of the building envelope.
Recent code updates have necessitated
changes to the design and construction of
fenestration products, particularly metal
and glass curtain walls. New thermal
performance requirements for nontransparent portions of metal and glass
curtain walls are similar to those for
opaque walls.
Given the thermal bridging effect
of framing, attaining such thermal
performance is practically impossible

with existing construction methods and
materials.
The overall thermal performance
of the building envelope will depend
largely on the thermal performance of
fenestration, particularly when designers
opt for the maximum window-to-wall
ratios. Thermal resistance calculations of
window-to-wall ratios were presented by
Mark Van Dalen, P.Eng., Vice-President,
Patenaude Trempe Van Dalen Inc., to
demonstrate the impact of fenestration
on the overall thermal performance of the
building envelope.
n

Recent code updates have
necessitated
changes to the design and
construction of
fenestration products,
particularly metal
and glass curtain walls.
Bob Thurston, District Manager of
Western Canada for Siplast Canada
Inc., gave a presentation that reviewed
PMMA liquid technology, its values and
the ways it has been used to complete envelope and waterproofing interfaces and
details on both new, existing, and heritage buildings.
BECOR’S SEMINAR ON THE
IMPACT OF FENESTRATION ON
BUILDING ENVELOPE THERMAL
PERFORMANCE
In late February, the Building Envelope
Council Ottawa Region (BECOR) held
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Tools of the Trade
Canadian Spray Foam Application Guide prepared by Building
Science Consulting Inc.

CUFCA is pleased to announce the publication of its Canadian Spray Foam Application Guide prepared for CUFCA by Building
Science Consulting Inc. This guide was produced by CUFCA in order to clarify the correct usage of both two-pound closed cell and
half-pound open cell spray foam products. This document is available at no charge from CUFCA.
The guide is an excellent companion document for all Building Officials in order to determine correct application of each product
in all climatic regions across Canada. CUFCA has enjoyed a longstanding productive relationship with both the University of Waterloo and the Building Science Consulting Group Inc.
CUFCA, as a 30-year-old, not-for-profit industry association, continues to work with all stakeholders to provide clarity to a
sometimes confusing marketplace of spray foam. CUFCA works with leading manufacturers and contractors to administer a best-inclass site quality assurance program in addition to our industry recognized training and licensing program. For more information on
CUFCA, or to request a copy of this publication, e-mail cufca@cufca.ca.
www.cufca.ca

Introducing Schöeck Isokorb® structural thermal breaks
In March, 2014, Schöeck exhibited at the 2014 North American Steel Construction Conference, where they announced and
demonstrated Schöeck Isokorb® type S22, the solution to thermal bridging in cantilevered steel structures.
The company displayed their soluion to heat and moisture control in steel structures such as free cantilever beams or canopies.
We will explore the internal cutting-edge design of Schöeck Isokorb® structural thermal breaks to reveal the stainless steel intercomponents, which enable the high load bearing capacity for free cantilevered structures.
The thermal insulation strategies of today require the design of steel structures to incorporate thermal breaks. Learn more from
the leading supplier of innovative thermal insulation solutions.
www.schoeck.ca

And the Award Goes to...

It’s that time of year again; time to award those making a
difference in our industry! Get your nominations in before the
deadline of September 2, 2014!
DISTINCTION FOR DESIGN
The OBEC Award of Distinction for Design was initiated in
2009, and is given annually to honour individuals, groups or companies that have completed a design for a new or retrofit installation of a significant component of a building envelope.
The project design must be complete and construction
must be underway in 2014. The building must be in Ontario.
The award is given in recognition of a single design that demonstrates innovation in context of the building envelope. The
project’s design should demonstrate excellence in the design
of a new or retrofit installation to a significant component of
the building envelope. Each design will be evaluated based
on durability, cost-efficiency, architectural merit, and reduced energy use.
DISTINCTION FOR MATERIALS
This award, established in 2009, is presented annually to
honour individuals, groups or companies that have introduced
a new or innovative material or building system in Ontario, the
purpose of which is to improve the building envelope.

This award is given to recognize a significant improvement to
building envelope construction or performance. The improvement must be demonstrable and advance excellence in context
of the building envelope.
Each submission will be evaluated on ease of use, cost-efficiency, improved performance, and durability. Materials for use
in both new and retrofit installations are eligible.
ANTHONY A. WOODS AWARD (THE BECKIE)
Previously called the President’s award, this is given annually to recognize individuals who have made a significant contribution to the design, construction and performance of the
building envelope. This is a career achievement award and is
not based on a single contribution. Named in honour of Tony
Woods, who first created the award and gave it its nickname,
the Beckie, is the Ontario Building Envelope Council’s premier
award.
To nominate someone for the above awards, go to www.
obec.on.ca, click on the “Awards” tab and choose the name of
the award for which you would like to fill out the nomination
form. The honouree(s) for each award will be invited to make
a 20-minute presentation on the building system or material for
which the award is presented.
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DEAR OBEC MEMBERS,
The CRTC and Industry Canada have published final regulations related to
Canada’s anti-spam legislation. A copy of the regulations can be found on the
CRTC website; the Industry Canada regulations are available on their website.
The new legislation will come into effect on July 1, 2014.
What does that mean for OBEC Members? OBEC communicates with its membership via e-mail; in accordance with the new law, you must indicate whether you
wish to receive electronic correspondence from us. Previous permissions collected
under the privacy legislation will not be sufficient, according to the government.
OBEC has provided two options for you to choose from in your personal profile: you can agree to receive electronic correspondence, or indicate you do not
wish to receive electronic correspondence.
If you agree, you will continue to receive all correspondence from OBEC via
e-mail after July 1, 2014; if you DO NOT agree you will receive your membership
renewal and Pushing the Envelope Canada magazine from OBEC via Canada Post,
and will not receive other correspondence.
Please go to your personal member profile and make your selection before July
1, 2014.
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PROGRAM AT A GLANCE
MONDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2014
6:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.......................................................................................................................................................................... Welcome Reception

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2014
7:00 a.m..............................................................................................................................................................................................................Registration
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m............................................................................................................................................................Continental Breakfast in Expo
8:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m....................................................................................................................................................................................................... Expo
8:30 a.m. – 9:00 a.m......................................................................................................................................................................................... OBEC AGM
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.................................................................................................................................................................................Keynote Speaker
10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.........................................................................................................Concurrent Sessions: Materials; Design; and Construction
12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m..................................................................................................................................................................Buffet Luncheon in Expo
1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m............................................................................................................Concurrent Sessions: Materials; Design; and Construction
3:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m............................................................................................................................................................... Refreshment Break in Expo
3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m............................................................................................................Concurrent Sessions: Materials; Design; and Construction
6:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.........................................................................................................................................................Gala Dinner & OBEC Awards
(Anthony A. Woods Award (The Beckie); Distinction for Design Award;
and Distinction for Materials Award) and Keynote Speaker

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2014
7:00 a.m............................................................................................................................................................................................................. Registration
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m........................................................................................................................................................... Continental Breakfast in Expo
8:00 a.m. – 7:30 p.m...................................................................................................................................................................................................... Expo
8:30 a.m. – 9:00 a.m................................................................................................................................................................. NBEC Meeting / Breakfast
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.......................................................................................................... Concurrent Sessions: Materials; Design; and Construction
10:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m............................................................................................................................................................Refreshment Break in Expo
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m........................................................................................................ Concurrent Sessions: Materials; Design; and Construction
12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.................................................................................................................................................................Buffet Luncheon in Expo
2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m........................................................................................................... Concurrent Sessions: Materials; Design; and Construction
3:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m...............................................................................................................................................................Refreshment Break in Expo
3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m........................................................................................................... Concurrent Sessions: Materials; Design; and Construction
5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.............................................................................................................................................................................. Reception in Expo

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2014
7:00 a.m..............................................................................................................................................................................................................Registration
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m............................................................................................................................................................Continental Breakfast in Expo
8:00 a.m. – 7:30 p.m....................................................................................................................................................................................................... Expo
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m...........................................................................................................Concurrent Sessions: Materials; Design; and Construction
10:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m............................................................................................................................................................ Refreshment Break in Expo
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.........................................................................................................Concurrent Sessions: Materials; Design; and Construction
12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m..................................................................................................................................................................Buffet Luncheon in Expo
2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m..............................................................................................................................................................................................Site Tours
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